
Hello Class LB and Class KH

Here is your next book to enjoy…there is a different activity 
to do every day.

Do activity 1 before you watch the video! 



Time to predict…
This is Pip. She wants to be a guide dog.

Do you think she will make a good one? 
Why do you think this?



Now click the link to watch the story and find out about Pip.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=07d2dXHYb94

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07d2dXHYb94


Pip made some mistakes when she was learning.

Can you write a list of all the different feelings you think Pip may 
have felt during the training?



Watch the story again with the sound off. 

Can you talk about the story in your own words?



Can you create a story board of what happened to Pip?

Draw a picture from the beginning, middle and end of the story and 
write a sentence to match.



Imagine you found Pip at this point in the story, when she was upset 
because she was asked to leave the training.

What would you say to Pip?

How would you help her?



Can you make your own obstacle 
course? If you have a pet maybe 
you can guide them around it.

What can you find out about Guide 
Dogs?

Listen to the music. How 
does it change when Pip 
does well? Can you 
create your own for 
good and bad things.

Make a doggy 
door hanger.
Make sure 
the tail is the 
right shape to 
fit the handle 
and that it 
will balance 
and hang on 
the door.

https://www.daniellesplace.
com/html/dog-crafts-for-
kids-page-2.html

Draw the same picture on two cards 
like these dogs! Turn them over and 
play a matching memory game.

https://www.daniellesplace.com/html/dog-crafts-for-kids-page-2.html


You can print this game or make your own. Add your own rules and take turns to roll the dice and move. 


